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Welcome
Welcome to the College of Information Technology at Incheon National University!
Nowadays, scientific technologies, especially artificial intelligence (AI) and virtual reality (VR), are becoming increasingly
influential in our daily lives. The College of Information Technology plays a core role in our university by providing education
and research in AI and VR. Our college aims to nurture competent IT experts with creative capabilities and upright ethics
who can become innovation leaders of industry.
Our college was established in 2003 to produce capable graduates in the field of IT and has been endeavoring to meet
the demands for innovative advancement from technological industries. We provide comprehensive degree programs
at the undergraduate and graduate levels for IT. We have three departments: the Department of Computer Science and
Engineering, the Department of Information and Telecommunication Engineering, and the Department of Embedded
Systems Engineering. We have a total of 39 full-time professors and 1163 students.
The educational goals of the College of Information Technology are:
ㆍdeveloping future global IT experts with creative and ethical mindset
ㆍbalancing theory and application to meet industrial standards
ㆍemphasizing practical approaches for interdisciplinary IT fields
Our education is suitable for students who are planning to pursue careers in fields such as: computer hardware,
software, artificial intelligence, virtual reality, mobile software, multimedia, computer vision, graphics, games, mobile
communication, communication system, IoT (Internet of Things), embedded systems, bio computing, to name a few.
Our enthusiastic faculties are from prestigious institutions of higher education with extensive industrial experience. Their
commitment to excellence in teaching and research aids our students to raise their levels to meet global standards. In
addition to providing curricula customized for industrial collaborations, our college hosts exciting festivals such as “IT
UFC” (Ultimate Festival Championship) and “Drone Challenge.” These events encourage students to
further cultivate their IT capabilities.
“It’s IT. IT solves it.”
People with IT skills can realize the great ideas that change the world.
The College of Information Technology at Incheon National University
will do its best to cultivate innovative talents
who can play central roles in shaping the upcoming era.
Thank you.

Sung, Mee Young Ph.D.
Dean, College of Information Technology
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Songdo International
Business District
Incheon National University (INU) is located in a newly developed international business
district in Songdo, South Korea. The district hosts both global organizations and
multinational corporations such as the World Bank Korea, United Nations Sustainability
Office, Cisco, IBM, and Samsung Biologics. Our elegant and modern campus located
across the street from a renowned Jack Nickalus Golf Course overlooks the ocean and
just minutes away from the central part of Songdo.
Songdo is a master-planned city for sustainability and uniqueness with the goal of
urban innovation. It provides a vibrant and dynamic community that offers the luxury of
green spaces, high-quality education, a variety of dining and shopping experiences and
human-centric environment. Just 18-minute drive away from the national gateway
airport, Incheon International Airport, Songdo presents an ideal business environment
and infrastructure for companies newly targeting Asian markets. Besides INU, a group
of world class educational institutions such as George Mason University, The State
University of New York, Ghent Univeristy and the University of Utah have local campuses
in the district.

Incheon
National University
INU has 60 academic departments organized into 11 colleges. Our mission is
dedicated to the highest academic excellency and innovative research that serves as
a catalyst for advancing global economic growth, culture and education. Throughout
its history, INU has always focused its efforts on preparing students to use their
innovative skills and strong work ethic to solve real-world problems and improve the
lives of people around the globe. Over the next decade, INU is planning to broaden its
partnership with industry leading companies from around the world. Trusting in the value
of cultural and racial diversity, INU is always welcoming foreign students and eager to
expand its cooperation with global institutions.
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Undergraduate Programs
Computer Science and Engineering
The undergraduate programs in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering focus on the practical applications
of computer sciences and the technological needs of the society. The Computer Science and Engineering Department's
curriculum addresses the critical need for innovative and creative engineers for the cutting edge economy of today
and tomorrow. Students can take courses that include such topics as computer graphics, numerical analysis, game
programming, operating systems, embedded systems, artificial intelligence, computer networks, software engineering,
web programming, security and distributed systems. Moreover, our department actively collaborates with many IT
companies in South Korea to teach practical applications of computer science. Our department also provides a practical
course in cooperation with IBM korea.

Career
Computer science graduates pursue careers in computer graphics, wireless systems, software engineering, information
security, artificial intelligence, virtual reality, games, and mobile software. Many also go on to graduate or professional
school in diverse areas. Recent graduates are employed at companies such as Naver, Kakao, Samsung Electronics, and
Samsung SDS.

Information and Telecommunication Engineering
Information and Telecommunication Engineering focuses on the generation, distribution, analysis, and exchange of
information, which lies at the heart of ubiquitous computing systems. Our program provides a blend of knowledge from
computer science and electrical engineering, focusing on balanced and dual knowledge of software and hardware
engineering.
In our undergraduate program, students develop their abilities to analyze and solve complex problems throughout the
curriculum that includes both analytical and experimental studies. Students receive exposure to a wide range of topics,
including signal processing, telecommunication systems, electromagnetics, network security, haptics, biomedical
engineering, and analog/digital systems.

Career
The graduates will be prepared to have successful careers as software, hardware, and systems engineers in the diverse
fields that Information and Telecommunication Engineering transcends such as computer engineering, software
development, computer communications and networking, signal processing, broadcasting, biomedical engineering,
analog and digital system design, control engineering, and quality assurance.
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Embedded Systems Engineering
Established in 2003, the Department of Embedded Systems Engineering at INU is a part of the College of Information
Technology. Our goal is to educate students into highly effective and successful engineers who can do research and
development of embedded software with thorough understanding of hardware and SoC design. The research areas
of our faculty members cover various aspects of embedded hardware and software systems, particularly focusing on
intelligent systems including self-driving cars and drones. Our students learn system analysis and design, data structure,
microprocessor, digital system and communication system, operating system, embedded SW design, sensors and
actuators, embedded database management system, and signal processing.

College of Information Technology Statistics <2016. 10. 01>
Computer Science
& Engineering
Faculty
Undergraduate
M.S. program
Ph.D. program

Information &
Telecommunication
Engineering

Embedded Systems
Engineering

Total

17

14

8

39

528

326

176

1,030
133
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Graduate Programs
Computer Science and Engineering
Our faculty consists of 17 tenure-track professors, as well as a number of
adjunct professors and visiting lecturers. Many of them possess extensive
experience in industry. The faculty of the Department of Computer Science
and Engineering are committed to high quality graduate education. The broad
scope of their research areas enable them to provide to graduate students a
comprehensive and state-of-the-art understanding of computer science. A
substantial level of sponsored research has been achieved thereby providing
financial support for many graduate students in the form of research and
teaching assistantships.

Information and Telecommunication Engineering
Information and Telecommunication Engineering offers students the
opportunity of graduate study under the direction of faculty members in
an atmosphere of enthusiasm for learning. Our graduate degree program
prepares students for successful professional careers based on a broad
foundation, together with specialized technical expertise such as signal
processing, communication systems, microwave systems, network &
information security, haptics, biomedical engineering, and analog & digital
systems for various applications. We are looking for stand-out graduate
students who want to do cutting-edge, hands-on research, work closely with
extraordinary professors.

Computer Science
and Engineering

Information and
Telecommunication
Engineering
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Programs
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Embedded
Systems
Engineering

Embedded Systems Engineering
The emphasis of the Master's degree and Ph.D. degree programs in
Embedded Systems lies on the design of efficient and reliable systems.
Our faculty has distinguished itself by focusing on industry-oriented
research and education. As a result the alumni of our department who
are armed with the knowledge of software and hardware have been
working as engineers in major high-tech companies around the world.
The faculty and graduate students are conducting pioneering research
activities in such areas as embedded S/W, intelligent S/W, intelligent
robots, and UHDTV.
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College Highlights
Capstone Design
Capstone Design is a culminating course offered to undergraduate students
at the College of Information Technology. Students work in teams to design,
build, and test prototypes with real world applications. The Capstone Design
course provides students with the opportunity to work with real-world, openended, interdisciplinary challenges. Through this course, students can learn
and apply the engineering design process: defining functional requirements,
conceptualization, analysis, identifying risks and countermeasures, selection,
and physical prototyping. Our Capstone Design teams are formed based on
student background, interests, and strengths. Student teams are advised by
professors and industry experts, who are specially selected for their technical
expertise and for their proven ability to guide students through solving realworld, applied problems. By working in teams, students develop leadership
skills and group dynamics. The Capstone Design projects span two semesters,
beginning with the development of a project plan, whereby students define
project objectives, design goals and constraints, and metrics for success.
Proceeding through concept generation and selection, and then through the
system-and component-level design stages, each team ultimately produces a
working prototype that is tested and refined to meet the project objectives.

Internship
The internship program of the College of Information Technology provides
students with opportunities to learn from real-world industry experiences and
gain invaluable professional connections. Sometimes the most significant and
important experiences are unexpected ones. During internships, students
apply the concepts that they have learned from the classes as they fulfill
their responsibilities required for the position at organizations. Students that
participate in a structured internship program may be eligible to receive credit.
The College of Information Technology allow students to apply their internship
credit to their degree requirements.

Competitions
There are two main competitions
in the College of Information
Technology: Information Technology
Ultimate Festival Championship
(IT-UFC) and INU Engineering
Festival (INU-EF). The IT-UFC is
held in May and the INU-EF is held
in September. During the festivals,
students compete in the INU Coding Championship (C, C++, Matlab), Drone
Competition, and Golden Bell (Quiz on Information Technology). Students of the
College of Information Technology have been receiving several national awards
and have shown amazing outcomes.
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College of Information Technology

Faculty Members

Computer Science and Engeering

Computer Science and Engineering

Choi, Jin-Tak

Kim, Chung-Kyue

Hong, Younsik

Sung, Mee Young

Min, Byoung Joon

·Ph.D. Kyunghee University
·Database, Cryptography,
Computerized Statistics
·Room 431, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8493
·
choi@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Tokai University, Japan
·Intelligence software
·Room 432, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8494
·
ckkim@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. KAIST
·Mobile Computing
·Room 433, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8495
·
yshong@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. INSA Lyon, France
·Virtual Reality, Haptics
·Room 427, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8496
·
mysung@inu.ac.kr
· http://marvel.inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D.University of
California, Irvine
·Inforamtion Security,
Cloud Computing
·Room 429, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8497
·
bjmin@inu.ac.kr

Chae, Jinseok

Song, Worlbong

Shin, Bonghi

Lee, Myunsub

Choi, Sung-Uk

·Ph.D. Seoul National
University
·Internet Software
·Room 426, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8427
·
jschae@inu.ac.kr

·Ph. D. Soonchunhang
University
·Computer Science
·Room 428, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8492
·
wbsong@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Dankook University
·Computer Programming
Language
·Room 521 Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8499
·
bhshin@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Kookmin University
·Artificial Intelligence Game
·Room 522, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8424
·
nantian@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Ajou University
·Computer Engineering
·Room 524, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8425
·
swchoi@inu.ac.kr

Lee, Sunjeong
·Ph.D. Seoul National
University
·Natural Language
Processing
·Room 430, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8657
·
sunjlee@inu.ac.kr

Park, Jong-Seung
·Ph.D. POSTECH
·Game Engineering
·Room 425 Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8428
·
jong@inu.ac.kr
· ecl.inu.ac.kr

Kim, Jibum

Ahn, Jaegyoon

·Ph.D. Pennsylvania
State University
·Scientific Computing
·Room 525, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8655
·
jibumkim@inu.ac.kr

·Ph. D. Yonsei University
·Bioinformatics
·Room 523, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8083
·
jgahn@inu.ac.kr
· http://bada.inu.ac.kr

Choi, Seung Sik

Park, Moonju

Kim, Wooil

·Ph.D. KAIST
·Wireless Networks
·Room 434, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8498
·
sschoi@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Seoul National University
·Real-time systems,
Operating systems
·Room 527, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8556
·
mpark@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Korea University
·Signal Processing,
Pattern Recognition
·Room 526, Bldg 7
·Tel. (032)835-8459
·
wikim@inu.ac.kr
· http://impress.inu.ac.kr
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Faculty Members
Information and Telecommunication Engineering

Kim, Ik-Soo

Choi, Seung Kuk

Kang, Hyunchul

·Ph.D. Dongguk Univ
·Multicast comm. systems
·Room 219, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8281
·
iskim@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. TU Braunschweig
·Telecommunications
·Room 218, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8282
·
skchoi@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Yonsei Univ
·Image & video processing
·Room 220, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8283
·
hckang@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Inha Univ
·Rehabilitation
engineering, AAC
·Room 221, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8284
·
hkmin@inu.ac.kr

Woo, Yo Seop
·Ph.D. Hanyang Univ
·NLP, DB, Internet
·Room 222, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8285
·
yswooo@inu.ac.kr

Lee, Jonggil

Lee, Ki Young

Lee, Han-Young

Park, Jeong-Hoon

Choi, Kyoo-Nam

·Ph.D. Clemson Univ
·Wireless comm., radar systems
·Room 223, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8286
·
jnglee@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Univ of Alabama
·Internet protocols & security
·Room 224, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8287
·
kylee@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Hongik Univ
·Network systems &
optimization
·Room 519, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8630
·
anatobi@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Ajou Univ
·Mobile communications
·Room 226, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8632
·
jhp7@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Texas A&M Univ
·Sensors
·Room 520, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8633
·
knchoi@inu.ac.kr

Kahng, Sungtek

Kim, Kwangtaek

Lee, Eun-Kyu

Jung, Haejoon

·Ph.D. Univ. of California, LA
·Wireless network & security
·Room 517, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8629
·
eklee@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Georgia Institute of Tech.
·Wireless communications
·Room 510-1, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8631
·
haejoonjung@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Hanyang Univ
·Microwave engineering
·Room 225, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8288
·
s-kahng@inu.ac.kr
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Min, Hong Ki

·Ph.D. Purdue Univ
·Haptics
·Room 509, Bldg 7
·Tel. 032-835-8628
·
ktkim@inu.ac.kr

Incheon National University College of Information Technology

Faculty Members

College of Information Technology
Computer Science and Engeering

Embedded Systems Engineering

Cho, Joonghwee

Kang, Seokhoon

Jun, Kyunkoo

Choi, Byoungjo

·Ph.D. Hanyang University
·SoC design environment,
SoC design for
multimedia mobile
·Room 326, Bldg 7
·
jcho@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Hanyang University
·Embedded S/W and
platform, intelligent
S/W, RTOS, artificial
intelligence
·Room 324, Bldg 7
·
hana@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Purdue University
·Embedded software,
mobile applications
·Room 323, Bldg 7
·
kjun@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. University of Southampton
·OFDM, MC-CDMA,
adaptive modulation
·Room 327, Bldg 7
·
bjc97r@inu.ac.kr

Lee, Young-Sup

Hwang, Kwangil

Jeon, Gwanggil

Kang, Woochul

·Ph.D. University of Southampton
·Embedded Control,
Autonomous Vehicles,
Intelligent Robots
·Room 325, Bldg 7
·
ysl@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Korea University
·Embedded networked system
·Room 328, Bldg 7
·
hkwangil@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. Hanyang University
·Image processing, color and
camera engineering
·Room 227, Bldg 7
·
gjeon@inu.ac.kr

·Ph.D. University of Virginia
·Low-Power, Real-Time Software
·Room 518, Bldg 7
·
wchkang@inu.ac.kr
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Incheon National University

[Songdo Campus] 119 Academy-ro, Yeonsu-gu, Incheon, Korea (22012)
Tel. +82.32.835.8602~3
Fax. +82.32.835.0724

